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From your new users guide: "the right click menu has
the following folders: • Add-ins This will be the

container into which all the recently used add-ins will
be added. • Fonts This will be the container for the

fonts that are downloaded with the system. The fonts
downloaded with the system will be placed in this
folder. • TemporaryInternetFiles All the temporary
internet files that are created by the browser are

stored here. The browser stores this folder as a sub-
folder of the Temporary Internet Files folder of

Windows, and it may be easily found by browsing to
the IE\Temporary Internet Files folder. •

UserTemplates These are the files in the user
template folder." Neither of these folders is actually

present on Windows 7. If you have no sense of
direction you could accidentally delete these folders.

1. Close the browser. 2. Open the folder
"C:\ProgramData" (or whichever drive you installed
the browser on). 3. Search for "Temporary Internet

Files" 4. Find the file "TemporaryInternetFiles.bin" 5.
Right click on it and select "Move" (or "Copy" if you
prefer) it into the "TemporaryInternetFiles" folder in
step 2. 6. Close the folder in step 2 and reopen the

browser. 7. You should now be able to see the
windows 7 start menu with the "Other" options. I have

Windows 7 x64 Ultimate and a clean install. I have
followed the steps above and I keep seeing a blue
screen when I start the browser which asks me to

search for a solution. I can't find a way to delete it in
Windows 7. It must be some other tool that installs to
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Programs and Features. Right click and see if there's
anything there. When you ran Win+I it was possible
for the Type of Recovery feature on the screen to be

incorrect. It could just be mislabled. The fact it may be
mislabled is further evidence that you may be seeing

an incorrect screen as reported by the user above
(that went into the Recovery Mode automatically). You
should use the normal Start >Control Panel Search ->
Type of Recovery > Select "Windows Vista DVD" to
find out for sure. Make sure you're not seeing the

correct screen and use this site to show how you're
seeing it correctly. Don't load IE
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